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Level 1 Geography, 2015
91008  Demonstrate geographic understanding of 

population concepts

9.30 a.m. Thursday 12 November 2015 
Credits: Four

Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate geographic understanding 
of population concepts.

Demonstrate in-depth geographic 
understanding of population concepts.

Demonstrate comprehensive 
geographic understanding of population 
concepts.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the 
top of this page.

You should attempt ALL the questions in this booklet.

If you need more room for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.

Check that this booklet has pages 2 – 12 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.

YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.
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TOTAL
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Achievement 
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No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material 
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose 

of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.
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INSTRUCTIONS 

In the box below, name a region, country (or countries} that you will use for your population case 
study. 

Name of region, country (or ountries} population case study: 

�tW1e�Cl.l\d_. �-,-�������� 

You should provide detailed ase study material from this region, country (or countries) when 
answering ALL of the ques ·ans in this booklet. 

QUESTION ONE: Population Distribution 

Read the geographic concept below and refer to it when answering this question. 

Geographic Concept 

Patterns are a distinctive arrangement of things or objects. Geography studies spatial 

patterns (the arrangement of features on the earth's surface), and temporal patterns (how 

characteristics, trends, and features change over time). 

Distribution of World Population by Country 

Equator 

Source (adapted): http:! /en. wikipedia. org/wiki/File:World _population. svg#mediaviewer/File: World _population. svg 

Geography 91008, 2015 

For copyright reasons, this resource cannot be reproduced here.





aolsen
Text Box
This is an A4 because the candidate describes the difference in population between the Northern and Southern hemisphere and provides some evidence by naming countries with larger populations.  The map is annotated with some information, although the map itself is not well constructed. In Part 3 the candidate is able to describe some changes in the population distribution with some evidence.
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QUESTION TWO: Population Change 

Read the geographic concept below and refer to it when answering this question. 

Geographic Concept 

Change involves any alteration to the natural or cultural environment. Change can 

be spatial and I or temporal. Change is a normal process in both natural and cultural 

environments. It occurs at varying rates, at different times, and in different places. 

Change can bring about further change. 

The Demographic Transition Model 

Source (adapted): http://2012books.lardbucket.org/books/regional-geography-of-the-world-globalization-people-and

places/s04-04-globalization-and-development. htm I 

The Demographic Transition Model shows five stages of change in a population over time. 

(a) Fully describe what Stage 2 and Stage 4 of the model show.

You should refer to the model and the concept of change.

stage 2: iliw; c.- \<> w�r'"'a deo, th f'o.\-t 
1 

61,:\- S \.:, \\ CA \i _ \, 
\y;f'\;lr\ ro.\. \ec.d \,.__ � I " std. Qq'.)U\ o\-� tJI'\.

'\Tus (_ov\&. �U.t \� Cl CT\o.r--� 1�J.\cv-_\_ 
CCAr(_ Q\JC\·\°'\)\ W�,O'l \,JQ\J\\& Co.\A) o. \owtr 
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aolsen
Text Box
A4

aolsen
Text Box
This an A 4 because the candidate describes the DTM and applies it correctly to New Zealand. They are are aware of the reasons fro the changes that have occurred.





aolsen
Text Box
Holistically, this an A3 because the candidate has a partial understanding of fertility rates. In part 3b they select an appropriate sustainability issue facing Auckland but there explanation lacks evidence of clear understanding and their explanation of what is being done is limited.  
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Write the question number(s) if applicable.



  

High Achievement exemplar for Geography 91008 2015 Total score 11 

Q Grade score Annotation 

 A4 The candidate demonstrates a geographic understanding of 
population concepts. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

In the box below, name a region, country (or countries) that you will use for your population case 
study. 

Name of region, country (or countries) population case study: 

You should provide detailed case study material from this region, country (or countries) when 
answering ALL of the questions in this booklet. 

QUESTION ONE: Population Distribution 

Read the geographic concept below and refer to it when answering this question. 

Geographic Concept 

Patterns are a distinctive arrangement of things or objects. Geography studies spatial 
patterns (the arrangement of features on the earth's s�rface), and temporal patterns (how 
characteristics, trends, and features change over time). 

Distribution of World Population by Country 

Equator 

Source (adapted): http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:World_population.svg#mediaviewer/File:World_population.svg 

Geography 91008, 2015 

For copyright reasons, this resource cannot be reproduced here.



aolsen
Text Box
Describes difference between the northern and southern hemisphere- limited evidence

aolsen
Text Box
Map fully coloured. There are places names with no other annotations. Dunedin misplaced
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aolsen
Text Box
The candidate has the idea of urban change, they give a reason and the example of Auckland- some supporting evidence. While a) and b) are at an achieved level part c is stronger and so overall the response is a low merit.

aolsen
Text Box
M5
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QUESTION TWO: Population Change 

Read the geographic concept below and refer to it when answering this question. 

Geographic Concept 
Change involves any alteration to the natural or cultural environment. Change can 
be spatial and I or temporal. Change is a normal process in both natural and cultural
environments. It occurs at varying rates, at different times, and in different places. 
Change can bring about further change. 

The Demographic Transition Model 

Source (adapted): http://2012books.lardbucket.org/books/regional-geography-of-the-world-globalization-people-and

places/s04-04-globalization-and-development. html 

The Demographic Transition Model shows five stages of change in a population over time. 

(a) Fully describe what Stage 2 and Stage 4 of the model show.

You should refer to the model and the concept of change. 

Stage 2: 

_ S:Kt.�e c: £'°kt<yjy-f_' ·- c� c ,�c�_t___ _ fl-i-c -·- /-r'k</4 /20./-.R 
1� tJ/v et_�_o_L_ (:_ t1_/j_z_ ____ l_ ttt7L1_�&!Y£'_j� .t.c h.,,_'L!_-e ... /!:,_y7 _ 8--YA 

F?Chf-t. __ JJ-c�'S�---··- e1J?euf -·- -Jli e __ Sb,.-�--< cd?LL _rft:.Ol�':J---
- .171, t'j h. t{Y .�. _ _ f!:i, Lg_ -P$j� 1_-1-S _ __ J:...VJ. __ ;_ti c . ·ffjftJ_L fb_/l_,,1;1,,,; �
_{: t-1 t-1r-tC,,.���� __ i""lC.J.-1 _[:} 5Ll/ I}' _________ ·- _____ 
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For copyright reasons, this resource cannot be reproduced here.



aolsen
Text Box
The candidate describes what the graph shows with no further evidence 



aolsen
Text Box
The candidate does not identify NZ's stage correctly but  has some ideas of the change in NZ's.  Over all quite confused.  Limited specific evidence

aolsen
Text Box
N2

aolsen
Text Box
This is an N2 because over all the candidate only provides evidence in Part a. If the candidate had shown less confusion in their understanding in part B they could have achieved a higher grade.



aolsen
Text Box
The candidate has a general definition of fertility and the idea that lower fertility will result in fewer births and thus reduce the birth rate and population growth





aolsen
Text Box
The candidate link to sustainability is inferred.  Their thinking became clearer when they discuss India and they are able to outline some government solutions.Holistically considering part a and b, this an A4.

aolsen
Text Box
A4
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High Achievement exemplar for Geography 91008 2015 Total score 12 

Q Grade score Annotation 

 A4 The candidate demonstrates a geographic understanding of 
population concepts. 

 




